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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
There is an acute need for psychiatrists, clinical nsychologists, 
:o sychiatric social workers, nurses, and others v1ho are engaged in the 
prevention and treatment of mental illness. The shortage of workers 
to meet thi s need, due to t he many y ears of training required and the 
relatively few adequate training centers, creates a serious problem. 
In 1947 it was observed t hat, 11There are only 4000 psychiatrists in 
this country; about 1000 of them are enga ged in psychotherapy, and we 
could easily absorb 20 ,000 to 30,000 analytically trained p sychiatrists 
in addition to the pal try 400 or Soo we have today. 11 1 · 
To cope ·with this need, hospitals have devised waiting lists for 
all but the most emergent problems. 
"The never ending pressure f or individual treatment of more and 
more cases has led to long 'anxietygeni c 1 waiting lists in all our 
hospitals and clinics." 2• 
However, we cannot be satisfied 1Jirith these old justifications 
f or a ·waiting list. As Frankl sta tes, 11 Experience has shovm time and 
time a gain that a mere incr ease li1 staff, a mere extension and multi-
plication of treatment facilities, does not solve the problem of unmet 
needs. The new facilities , if merely a copy of those we have now·, 
vdll suffer as ours do -- from unrealistic vmiting lists; from having 
1. Carl Binger, "Why The Professor Fell out of Bed, II Har-per Is 
l!ia gazine, CXCV (october, 1947) pp . 337-342 . 
2. George E. Gardner, "Appr aising the Contribution of the Mental 
Hygiene Clinic to its Community in Psychiatric Treatment, Training, 
and Research, 11 Amer. Journal of Orthopsychiatr--.r, XXI (1951) p g. 74. 
l. 
spread ourselves too thin; from having vvithdravm into an ivory tower; 
and from all the other ills that have beset communi~J psychiatry in 
the last 20 years." 3. 
If we are to avoid the ills of the last twenty years, it behooves 
us to examine our present facil ities objectively . The writers would 
like to examine only one aspect that Dr. Frankl mentions -- the waiting 
list. 
The Purpose of the Study 
It i s difficult f or a lay person in the face of anxiety about a 
loved one to comprehend why the hospital is unable to offer admission 
and treatment at once. 
With the vast number of persons needing psychiatric help, the 
r elatively inadequate f acilities , and the relatively few personnel who 
can provide the necessary services, a vvaiting list appears inevitable. 
However, little i s lmmm of the effects of the waiting list on the 
patient, and still less of the effects of the vmi ting list on the 
patient's family. 
The waiting period before admission to the hospital i s a concern 
not only to t he patient and his family, but also to the people in the 
community . The community at times has been alar med vrhen a mentally ill 
person is unable to be admitted inunediately to a hospita.l. The assump-
tion of the public is that a mentally ill person needs help, and v.fuen 
it i s not forthcoming immediately, t he person will become worse . 'I'hus, 
one of our important research questions is what happens to the patient 
j. George F'rankl, 11Commrmity Psychiatry a.nd its Or ganizational 
?roblems, 11 Mental Hygiene, "J.:f:iN (October, 1951) pg . 533. 
2. 
when he is placed on a waiting list. 
Some patients can maintain t hemselves a.dequately until treatment 
i s available , but what if the patient becomes worse? How does this 
effect the length of his stay in the hospital and what >till be the 
cost of this additional care? While the hospitalized patient is often 
a liability to his family, it is the community who has to maintain 
and care for him. Does a waiting period aggravate mental illness and 
does it create such an added burden and added stress for t he family 
that it can a ctually create more patients who need institut ional care 
than if there were no waiting list. Thus another question we hope to 
consider is how the family copes Y·ri th a mentally ill person in the 
family . 
It has been found that a waiting list did not provoke overwhelming 
anxiety among out-patient clinic patients "V'mo had to wait. 4. 1He are 
interested in determining whether the same may be said of adults whose 
illnesses are so severe as to require in-patient treatment. 
Hospitalization is not an ideal situation for either the patient 
or his family as it disrupts the family constellation; often deprives 
the family of income, and removes the patient from his natural social 
environment. Because of these factors we are interested in l earning 
Vi!hether the family uses community resources, other than the hospital, 
to cope with the situation while the patient is in the home. 
,Harr y Freeman emphasizes that t he attitudes of f amily members 
t ovrards the mentally ill patient are of prime i mportance. 
4. liJ.orla Violet Lee, "Effects of an Extended Waiting Period for AduJt 
Psychiatric Patients, 11 Unpublished Masters Thesis, Smith College 
School of Social 1Nork, 19.53. 
3. 
"Actually, most of our post-hospital plans for improved patients 
deal in some vmy with the r elatives and we have found we need the 
utmost skill in evaluating the role the relative ·will play. The 
failures in final return of the patient to the hospital could have 
been prevented li' more adequate diagnosis of the relatives' a t titudes 
had been made at the start." 5. 
Thus we are interested in the family's attitude tovmrds mental 
illness and especially in the fa"llily' s attitude to·wards the patient. 
Furthermore, we are interested in -what variables influence the family's 
attitude towards mental illness and tovmrds the patient. 
The effects of the v.raiti.n g list on families of mentally ill 
patients is currently being considered for an extensive service oriented 
study by the research department of the Massachusetts Mental Health 
Center. Thus , the ·writers' research may be considered to be a pilot 
study. 
This study is part of a group research project conducted by the 
Tvri ters and three Sirmnons College students. It is expected that the 
results vrill be combined and used as the basis for the larger hospital 
study. 
Method of Procedure and Scope 
The data used in this study were derived from an interview vri th 
a family member of 30 patients whose names appeared on the vTai ting 
list of the MJmC from June 1, 1956 to February 28, 1957. 
,S. Harry E'reeman, "Casework With Families of Mental Hospital Patients," 
Journal of Social Casework (March, 1947) p. 107. 
4. 
The criteria f or the selection of our sample 1Yere as follows : 
1. Each patient had to be living vd t h family or friends at the 
time of referral . 
2 . Each patient had to l ive ~vithin the geographical limits of 
greater Boston. 
The selection of our sample vvas further limited by the fact that 
it was felt necessary t o obtain permission from the referring physician 
to interview a member of the family . In many cases it r/as deemed in-
advisable by the referring phy sician for the writers to talk yfi th the 
f amily . These cases were eliminated from the sample. 
In the cases ,,.,here there were disagreements, they have b e en noted 
and ·were r esolved through discussion by the writers. The disagreements 
only arose in the writers' attempts to code famil y attitudes. To assure 
greater reliability , each attitude was independently judged by each 
1\Titer in a ccordance vrith the criteria set up for the various categori€5. 
Limitations 
An important lim:i ta tion is one inherent in the ¥rai ting l ist itself. 
Because the vva i t i n g list i s not primarily designed for research pu rposes , 
it is often incomplete and ~Jortant information i s often omi tted, thus 
making it necessary to eliminate many cases from our sa mple due to our 
i nability to locate either the families or the referring physicians. 
A f urther limitation is inherent in our schedule. Emphasis was primarily 
:r,Jlaced on the patient ' s ba ckground rather than t he informant' s back-
gr ound . Although this limita tion did not seriously handicap our stu dy, 
a more comprehensive study mi ght find it more informative to obtain 
more information about the informant' s background. 
5. 
Still another limitation is the fact t hat the writers are forced 
t o rely on the informant 1 s verbal report, which they have necessarily 
had to accept at face value. Thus the writers have no v~y of distin-
guishing between reality and the infonnant•s perception of reality. 
It was impossible to consider the involved question of the family 1 s 
motivation. Those families vd.th patients already hospitalized or still 
on the waiting list may have been anxious to create good impressions. 
This might not be true of those cases ~mo cancelled or were already 
discharged . Since one of t he wr iters is a male, he was often considered 
by the family to be a doctor. These families appeared most eager to 
make a favorable impression. 
It must also be mentioned that only one member of the patient 1 s 
family was interviewed. Thus it is not possible to evaluate ~nether 
or not this member' s attitudes and feelings are representative of the 
whole family . 
Another serious limitation is expressed by Jahoda, Deutsch, and 
Cook. "Not only may there be lack of incentive t o report openly one' s 
bel iefs , feelings, motivations, plans, and so on, but in addition, 
there may be an inability to make such reports. As psychoanalysts 
have pointed out, many of our important beliefs and motivations are 
inaccess:i,bl e or unconscious . Not being aware of them, we can not report 
t hem." 6• 
A further limitation is that a survey of the literature and abstracts 
of recent theses reveals that there has been very little viTitten about 
a. waiting list for mental patients. 
b."'"t1ar~e Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook; Research Methods 
in Social Relations (New York: The Dryden Press, 1954). 
6. 
Because of the limited size of the sample, none of our findings 
can be considered to be conclusive. However, many of our findings 
should serve as an important basis for a larger research study on this 
subject. 
The Setting 
The MMHC, the first of its kind in the United States, has a three-
fold purpose: treatment, training and research in the etiology and 
treatment of mental disorders. Its function is 11 to receive all classes 
of mental patient s for care, examination, and observation, and to 
provide chiefly intensive treatment of incipient, acute and curable 
insanity. 11 7 • Its charter also provides that 11 ample facilities should 
be provided for the treatment of mental and nervous conditions, for 
clinical study of patients on the wards with a view to~v.ards the 
prevention and cure of mental disease and addition to t he knowledge 
of insanity and associated problems. II 8. 
From t he outset t he hospital's founders and staff recognized the 
importance of social factors in mental disorder, and provided that 
social workers should study the patient's previous histories, habits, 
home and working condi tions, environments and other causes of insanity , 
and endeavor t o apply corrective and preventive measures. 
The Boston Psychopathic Hospital, as late as 1922, differed from 
other 9 sy chopathic hospitals in the United States in that its primary 
'(. James V. May, Tvvelfth Annual Report of the Mas sachusetts State 
Board of Insani~, 1910. p. 102. 
8. Ibid. 
7. 
f unction was not to receive, care for, or provide custody for obvious~ 
committable cases, but rather to observe and treat those cases of 
incipient mental dj_sorder and psychopathic conditions which did not 
come under the scope of existing state hospitals. 
The adult hospital is approximately a 130-bed state institution 
•mose facilities are available to all persons between the ages 16-65 
The nature of whose illness falls vathin the provisions outlined above. 
Careful observation and individualized t reatment are provided by a 
comparatively large staff of doctors, nur ses, social workers, technicians 
and attendants. 
It i s significant to mention that as of 1956, the hospital 1 s name 
has been changed from Boston Psychopathic Hospital to Massachusetts 
Mental Health Center. 
State laws and the hospital 1 s own charter divide the legal status 
of its patients into three categories: 1) those patients vmo are sent 
by the courts for ten day observation; 2) those admitted from other 
sources for temporar.y care and observation; and 3) t hose vmo come on 
a sane volunta~- basis. An attempt is usually made to eliminate cases 
of senile p~Jchoses or other mental disturbances due to old age by 
excluding patients over sixty-five years of age. Occasionally, however, 
such cases are acirnitted from the courts for observation. 
VJith the exception of court cases ·which are brought in immediately, 
all ca_ ses falling in the other tvro categories must be referred by an 
outside physician. The cases are then placed on a 1miting list and 
subsequently admitted to the hospital in order of their telephone 
application, vfithout consideration of cause, nature or severity of 
illness. 
8. 
CHAPTER II 
THE GROUP 
In thi s chapter some general i nformation about the thirty cases 
select ed for the sample will be studied as background f or the later 
considerat ion of the more specific questions indicated in Chapter I. 
The fol l owing table indicates t he makeup of t he total group a s t o age, 
sex , religi on. 
Table I 
Distribut ion of Pat ients Accor ding t o Age, Sex, Religion 
Age Total Sex Marital Status Religion 
:M F s M w D Sep . c p J Other 
19 and - - -- -
under 3 
I 3 2 l l l l 
20-29 9 ~ - ----
6 l 3 l l 5 1 
30-39 6 - -- - - - - - -
6 5 1 l 2 
40-49 5 - --- - - - - - - -- - - -
2 2 2 
50-59 4 -- - - -
4 1 2 1 l l 2 
f:IJ and 
- - -- - -- - -
over 3 2 2 l l 
Total 30 7 23 5 17 3 2 3 17 6 6 l 
At the outset, the reader should be r eminded t hat persons eligi ble 
f or the Yraiting l ist must be within the a ge limits of 16-65. 
I t shoul d be noted t hat appr oxima t ely 30 uer cent of t he patients 
fall into t he age 20-29 category. The total s i n t he f irst and l ast 
9. 
categories are the same. After the age 20-29 category, the totals 
appear in decreasing frequency . The youngest patient is seventeen, 
the eldest is sixty-two. The median a ge is thirty-four. 
With regard to s,ex, 76.7 per cent of the group are female. The 
preponderance of females on the waiting list may be attributed in part 
to the existence of Veteran 1 s .Ho spi tals which absorb a large proportion 
of mentally ill males, in part to the fact that the male, usually the 
I breadvQnner, can be less easily spared from the family for hospitali-
I 
zation, and in part to the slight preponderance of females in the 
general population. 
Of the seven males, one is single, five are married, one divorced. 
Of the t wenty-three females, f our are single, t welve are married, three 
Yddowed, one divorced, three are separated. 
Of the seven males, four are Catholic, one Protestant, one Jevush, 
one Greek Orthodox. Of the t wenty-three females, thirteen are Catholic, 
five are Pr otestant, f ive Jewish . Thus, slightly more than half the 
group is Catholic, as one might expect in a predo1rrinately Catholic local 
population. The total Protestant group is six, Jewish six, and one 
I 
Greek Orthodox. This is some•vhat surprising in view of the fact that 
t he Protestant population far outnumbers the Jewish population in Boston. 
All of the patients are Caucasian. All are native born except 
four. Of t hese, one . was born in Greece, one in Lithuania, one in 
Russia, and one in Scotland. 
10. 
----
Table II 
Educational Background of Patients 
Education 
None 
Attended Grade Schoo+ 
Completed Eight Grades 
Attended Hi~1 School ' 
Completed Hi gh School 
Attended College or Business School 
. ' 
Completed College or Attended Professional School 
Total 
Number of Patients 
l 
4 
2 
4 
ll 
4 
4 
30 
The educational· history of patients may be described in terms of 
how f ar they had gone in school. Of the thirty, nineteen had at least 
completed high schoo~ , four had some high school education, six had 
grade school education, one had no educat ion. Of the four in the 
11Attended College" or 11 Business School" category, one completed one 
year of college; one' had completed two years in an agricultural college; 
one had completed two years in a school of nursing; one had co~)leted 
t wo years in a business college . Of the four in the 11 Completed College" 
I 
or "Attended Professional School 11 category, one completed college and 
two years of medical school; one completed college and obtained a 
!·laster 1 s degree in education. The other t wo completed college, with 
a Bachelor of Arts in Business ACL~nistration and in Music respectively . 
ll. 
Table III 
Occupational Background in Relation to Economic Role 
I 
Occupation Total Support Partial Support Dependent Total 
Manual La.bor 5 4 9 
v.'hi te c olJ.ar 9 9 
Prof e ssional 3 1 4 
student 2 2 
Housewife 6 6 
Total 16 9 30 
The occupational history may be categorized in terms of nmanual 11 
which includes labor :or f actory work; 11 white collar" which includes 
salesman or office worker ; 11professional 11 ·which includes teacher, 
writer, engineer, doctor, lawyer; 11 housevrif e 11 and 11 s tudent . 11 Vie have 
further studied occuuation in terms of economic role in the farrrily . 
(See Table III). We were further interested in whether or not the 
' 
patient was employed :at the time of referral (See Table IV) . In the 
ca tegories of 11 student11 and 11 housewife 11 we consider the patient to be 
employed if he is fulfilling his usual role. 
Occupational experience of the group was ~oncentrated equally among 
the labor and white yollar categories. Of the labor group, five 'iTere 
the t ot al support of , the family and four contributed partial support . 
All of th e whi te collar workers contributed partial support . Of t he 
professional ~~oup, ~ne contributed partial support, one was totally 
dep endent . As one would expect, all patients in the student and house-
~ 
1vife categories were' totally dep endent on their f amilies for financial 
12. 
13. 
support. 
Table IV 
Economic Role in Relation to Employment at Time of Referral 
Economic Role Employed at Time of Referral Total 
Yes No 
Total Support l 4 5 
Partial Support 7 9 16 
Dependent 9 9 
Total 8 22 30 
I 
In this table we are interested in the relationship between 
economic role in the family and the patient's employment s t atus at 
time of referral. Of the five in the total support category, one was 
employed at the time of referral. Of the sixteen in the partial 
support category, seven were employed. Of those in the totally dependent 
categories, none was able to fulfill his usual role. 
The following table presents the relationship between duration of 
emotional sJ~ptoms and previous hospitalizations for emotional illness . 
Table V 
Relationship Betv1een Duration of Symptoms and Previous Hospitalization 
Duration of Symptoms Previous Hospitalization Total 
Yes No 
0 days - l week 2 l 3 
8 days l month 3 3 
l.l months - 5.9 I mon;ths l 2 3 
6 months - ll. 9 months 2 2 
l year - 2 . 9 year s 4 2 6 
3 years - 4.9 years 4 l 5 
5 years and over 6 2 8 
Total 20 10 30 
Nineteen of the thirty patients studied presented SJlnptoms of 
more than one year's duration. Three had symptoms lasting less than 
one week. Eight had symptoms of five years and over . Of these, four 
had symptoms of five years duration, one had symptoms of nine years 
duration, one f or f:i,fteen years, and two for twenty years . The ad-
mission of these latter three ·with SJlnptoms of such long duration may 
seem to contradict the hospital ' s usual poli~ of discouraging admission 
of chronic cases . However, on further examination, it proves not to 
be inconsistent . The patient v.dth symptoms of fifteen years duration, 
although previously 'hospitalized, had suddenly developed sJ~toms 
different from any he had experienced before . Furthermore, he ·is a 
I 
former lvlliHC patient and thus his re-admission is consistent with 
hospital policy. The hospital feels an obligation to readmit former 
patients. 
Of the patients Y.ri th symp toms of t vrenty years, one is also a 
f ormer patient who has been accepted for the hospi tal's day program. 
The other patient with symptoms of t w-enty years duration is being 
considered f or a lobotomy. 
As we would expect, vrith a longer duration of symptoms, there are 
more frequent hospitalizations. However, it does seem significant 
that f ive patients ;d.th symptoms over 11.9 months have never been 
hospitalized. Furthermore, in the five ;y-ears and over category, t wo 
had never been hospitalized. 
In the less than one week category, we note that one patient has 
had a previous hospitalization. In this particular case, the informant 
states that the patient vras hospi talized for emotional illness many 
years before his recent marriage to her. Her previous symptomatology 
is unknovm to the informant. Thu s , to the best of' his kno-wledge, the 
current symp toms are of less than a week' s duration. 
The follovrin~ table presents the status of the patient in relation 
to the Massachusetts Mental Health Center a t the time of t he interview, 
and ·whether or not the patient wa s referred >tit h his knowledge and 
consent. 
1.5. 
Tabl e VI 
Status of Patient at Time of Interview 
Status of Patient Knowledge and Consent Total 
With Without 
Tvaiting 3 3 
Accepted for Hospitalization 9 9 18 
Cancelled by family or patient 2 4 6 
Ho suitalized at 1IMHC 1 and Discharged 2 1 3 
Total 16 14 30 
I 
Of the group, eighteen were hospitalized at the time of the inter-
view. Of t he s:ix who cancelled, four vrent to other hospi t a.ls because 
I 
they or their f amilies felt they were unable to wait, one cancelled 
because the fanuly felt the patient was better, and one cancelled 
because the family was unable to convince the patient of the necessity 
f or hospi talization ;and were un~~lling to commit him ~~thout his consent . 
Of the three s t ill l"{aiting, all were women. This mi ght be expected as 
I 
t here i s seldom a waiting list for men. 
Of the thirty patients placed on the waiting list, all of t he 
patients vmo knew of referral also consented to it. Sixteen were 
referred with their knowledge and consent. The remaining fourteen 
knew nothing of t heir referral. Of t he three still waiting, all knew 
and consented to referral . Of the eighteen who were accepted f or hospit-
aliza tion and who vr~e :9atients at the time of the intervi ew, nine knew 
of and consented to referral. Of the remaining nine who did not know 
I 
or consent, three were brought to the hospital by t heir families with 
16. 
the patients described as being so ill that they had no a1~reness of 
INhere they were going; three were brought by the police a gainst their 
,-rill; one was brought by private ambulance against his ·will; one was 
told that she vms go~ng to visit her sister; one vms told that she was 
going on a nrnystery ~ide. 11 Of the three who were accepted and discharged, 
t wo both lmey; and consented to referral. The one vrho did not lmovr was 
brought by a private ambulance against her will. 
17. 
CHAP'l'ER III 
THE WAITING PERIOD 
'l'urning from the identifying information, we look now at the 
waiting p eriod itself . ~I.J"e ·will examine ·what has occurred in the family 
t o precipitate r eferral to the hospital and how the family has handled 
the interval of time between referral and final di sposition. 
'I'able VII 
Duration of Time on Waiting List Before Hos!Jital Admission 
Related to Use of Cormnunity Resources 
Duration of Time Use of' Community Resources Total 
Yes No 
l 3 .9 11reeks 6 5 ll 
4 - 6 . 9 vreeks 3 3 6 
7 - 9 . 9 weeks l l 2 
10 - 12 . 9 weeks 2 2 
Total 12 9 21 
Of the thh·ty cases studied, only t wenty- one had been a ccepted a t 
the t i me of intervie·w· . As described in Table VI, three were still 
,Naiting f or admission and six had cancelled their application. The 
median time on the waiting list falls i n the categor-y- of l - 3.9 ·w·eeks . 
The mean is 3. 8 weeks . Thus i t is significant that t he majority of 
cases had to wa.it only betvveen l - 3 .9 vreeks . All the males in our 
sample fall into this category·, due t o the fact that there is seldom 
a long vraiting list for males . 
18 . 
Twenty- one patients had been or v-vere h ospi talized at the M1ffiC at 
the t i me of the interview. Of these twenty-one, t welve used other 
conununi ty resources while vm.i ting f or hospitalization. One would expect 
to f ind that the longer the wait for hospitalization, the more likel y 
i s the family to use conununity resources. The families of the t wo 
patients v.rho waited from 10 - 12 .9 weeks both u sed conununity resources. 
This is consistent vd.th what we would expect to f i nd . However, except 
f or these t wo, one does not f ind a decreasing use of corrnnunity resources 
vrit h a decrease in the duration of the waiting period. 
Of the t hirt y pat ients, nineteen utilized other c ommunity resour ces 
during the ·waiting period . Of the eleven who did not, three were 
directly t r ansferred to the MMHC from other mental hos:_Jitals so t hat 
they were a ctuall y hospitalized during the waiting p eriod. 
Tabl e VIII describes the t ;ype of resource util ized by the nineteen 
fami l i es and -v-.rhether or not, in the famil y • s estimation, the patient 
vms hel p ed. Because some famil i es used more than one resource, the 
chart is multipl e coded. The value of the resour ce t o t he family wa s 
categorized as 11Helped, 11 "Helped Somewhat, 11 11 Not Helped.n The following 
s tatements illustrate the three categories:-
A relative Y-rho was h elped states, 11 The pr iest helped greatly . She 
saw him regularly during the waiting p eriod and i t really sustained her. 
She wa s much better , much cal mer during the waiting period .n 
A relative ·who was hel ped somewhat s tates , 11 The doctor helped her 
a litt le. The pills calmed her and he did reassure her, but S"le was 
still unahle to l eave the house or even get out of bed." 
A relative ·who wa s not hel ped states, "I wish I had never gone at 
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all. I got so involved in r ed t ape and questi ons that t hey never did 
anyt hing f or me . 11 
The writers disagreed twice in pl acing t he f amilies in categories . 
Table VIII 
Family 's Use and Evaluation of Resources 
Resour ces Used Helped Helped Somev.rhat Not Helped Total 
i"Ju.blic Welfar e 2 l 3 
Family Agency l l 
Clergy- 2 6 8 
Application t o 
5 Other Hospi tal 2 7 
Private Psychiatri st or 
Local Medical Doctor 2 l 3 
Other l l 
None 7 
'Eo t al 9 7 7 30 
The t able indicates tha t the nineteen f amilies used a t otal of 
t wenty-thr ee r esour ces, four families using t wo resources each. The 
most f requentl y used resour ces were that of th e clergy ( 8), and appli-
cations t o ot her hos:_J i tals ( 7) . Of the three -rmo ap!-Jlied to t he 
Department of Public Welf are, two were hel!-J ed, one wa s somewhat helped . 
The one who applied to f amily service (for housekeeping service) was 
not helped . Of t he eight who turned to the clergy, only t wo felt t ha t 
they vrere helped. The most f requent reason given f or not bei ng helped 
by t he clergy was that t he patient needed medical help and not spiritual 
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help. Of the seven who applied to other ho spitals, two felt that they 
were helped (although they l ater became patients at MMHC) . Five felt 
t ha.t they ·were somewhat helped. Of this latter group, four cancelled 
their applica tions to the UIMHC. The one remaining became a patient at 
the l'TI:rriC, stating that the hospital was only a "stopgap while ·waiting. n 
Three went to private psychiatrists or local medical doctors. 'I'Wo felt 
that t hey vrere greatly helped as a result of this contact and one of 
these cancelled her application because her family felt she was cured. 
One f elt that the patient had been somewhat hel ped. The one i n t he 
11 0ther 11 category requested help from a State Representative. Because 
she vras immediately admitted ai'ter having been told that there might 
be a three week waiting period, the family felt that this had helped. 
Of the twenty-three community resources utilized, nine proved to 
be of help, seven helped somewhat, seven did not help at all. The 
resources >vhich the families felt helped the most were applications to 
other h ospi tals, private psychiatrists, local medical doctors, and 
applications to public welfare. The resources which were felt to have 
helped the lea st were family agencies and the clergy. 
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Table I X 
Fa:nilies 1 Handling of Patient Before and After Referral 
(Lult i ple Coded) 
Chan_ge in Handlin;·· >.fter 
:p 
•rl 
Hanci..Ling Def ore r-l • 
·rl S.... 
~·~e f err al Total (!) (J) .a S.... S.... t>O l>. ·rl s:: cU (J) (J) ct.l+> (J) (I) ·rl S.... ~ S.... ·rl :> s:: t>O ;::J +> (]) ;::J :> (J) 0 +> s:: (I) ..c: eel 0 - ~ · rl p , '+; ·rl (I) :) (J) (I) U..J-) rl (I) ·rl :> cU ~..) Hr-l ~ u (J) (J) .c ·rl (J) cU E-1 r.:r~ ~<>:: o::r:r. U) r-l ) ~ : ... ~ 
Treat ·l sev!here s 
Encourage Activity 5 1 
Relieve Responsibility 5 
Shift in Living 
Arrengemen ts 
Reas sure 17 7 1 1 
··:a.tch at all Times 7 
I gnore 6 .L 
Total 8 1 2 
Heferral 
(J) 
t>O 
(J) ~ 
S.... ..c: 
0 u 
61 0 
H z 
1 7 
4 
5 
8 
7 
5 
1 .36 
There were a variety of •vays in which families handled the patient 
before referral. Seventeen of the f~~ilies stated that they reassured 
the patient before the referral; eight sought treatment elsewhere; 
seven watched the patient at all times; five encouraged activity; five 
relieved the patient of all responsibilities; six stated that they 
ignored the patient's symptoms. 
= 
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Twelve famil i es changed their handling of the pati ent after the 
referral. Seven of the families who had reassured the patient sought 
treatment elsewhere. one ·who had reassured the patient before referral 
t ook the patient on a vacation after r eferral. One vmo r eassur ed 
before referral relieved the patient of responsibility after referral. 
One family who had ignored the patient•s s,rmptoms before referral took 
the pat ient to a beach resort after referral. one of the families who 
had formerly encouraged activity took the patient for treatment else-
"'IYhere after the referral. One family vrho took patient for treatment 
before referral stated t hat they had become more tolerant of the 
patient after referral. 
Thus, of the twelve families who changed their handling of the 
patient after referral, eight sought treatment elsevmere. 
We are now concerned ·wi. th the problem of referral. Table X 
describes symptoms at the time of and after referral, and vmether or 
not there vvas a crisis (defined as an immediate precipitating event 
as perceived by the family, leading t o the referral). This table also 
illustrates the reason for referral at this particular time. 
The patients had a Tri.de range of symptomatology and often had 
several symptoms each. Thus the vrriter s selected for each patient 
the most prominent sJr:mptom as perceived by t he family. The sy~toms 
most repeated were those of depression and delusions. We have divided 
the syJnptoms L~to four ca tegories :-
1. Anxiet y and Fear. Included in this category are symptoms such a s 
fear of dogs, panic, fear of hurting others, fear of being alone. 
2. Physiological. In t his category are included somatic complaints 
such as pain and excessive nausea. 
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3. Intra-Personal. In this category are included depression, hallu-
cinations, delusions, feelings of defeat, withdrawal, suicidal 
thoughts and a t tempts. 
4. Inter-Personal. In this category are included exhibitionism, 
assaultive behavior, fire setting, running away. 
There were a variety of reasons for referral which are divided 
into four categories:-
1. Sudden Onset of New Symptoms. This category refers to the appearance 
of new symptoms in a patient perceived by the family as healthy 
and who never before had such symptoms . 
2. Change and/or Exacerbation of Old Symptoms. This category refers 
to patients who were perceived by their families as mentally ill 
and ~~o have had symptoms . However, there was a change or exacer-
bation in these symptoms at the time of referral. 
3. No Apparent Reason. Patients in this category were perceived by 
the families as being referred for no apparent reason. 
4. Other. This category includes those patients for whom a referral 
was made for a reason that did not fall into the above categories. 
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li\ 
N 
Symptoms at 
Time of 
Referral 
Anxiety and 
Fear 
Table X 
Symptoms Before Referral and Symptoms After Referral Related to Crisis and Reason 
for Referral for Thirty Cases on the Waiting List 
Symptoms After Referral ! Crisis . ·Reasons for Referral 
Better Same T:forse I Yes No ' Sudden Onset Change and/or No Apparent 
1 of Exacerbation Reason 
New S~nEtoms 
I 
I 
- 2 - I 1 1 : - 1 -l 
Physiological 1 2 - I - 3 I - 2 -
Intra 
Personal 2 11 8 • ~ 15 6 5 13 1 
i 
Inter I I Personal 
- 3 1 I 3 1 - 3 -
Total 3 18 9 I 19 11 5 19 · 1 
Other 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
The t able illustrates t hat 70 per cent of the patients had intra-
pers onal s;ymptor.1s. There wa s no s i gnificant change in patients 1 
symp toms after referral in categories other than in the intra-personal 
cate gory, ·where eight of the t wenty-one became worse after referral. 
Of the two patients with symptoms of anxiety and fear, one was 
considered by the family to be in a crisis. Of the three patients vdth 
physiological SJ'Illptoms, none was in a crisis . Of the twenty-one ·with 
intra- p ersonal symptoms, fifteen ·were in a crisis . Of the four vd .. th 
inter-personal symptoms, three ·were in a crisis. Of the total sample of 
t hirty, nineteen were in a crisis. Eleven were not in a crisis. Thus 
it would seem that patients with inter-personal and intra-personal 
s,y<nptoms are more frequently in a crisis before referral. 
The table further illustrates that twenty-four of the thirty 
patients were referred because of some change in their usual behavior. 
Five of these twenty-four v.rere referred because of the sudden appearance 
of bizarre symptoms in patients, perceived by the families as being 
formerly h eal thy . Nineteen of the twenty- four patients ·who were per-
ceived by the families as already havjng symp toms ·were referred because 
of a sudden change and/or ~'Cacerbation in already present symptoms. 
Only one patient of the total sample Yras referred at this particular 
time for no appa r ent reason. Of the five cases in the 11 0ther 11 category , 
three were referred from Southard Clinic ; one had a history of chronic 
mental illness but was referred for a. pos 2ible lobotomy; one vra.s 
referred to protect the prestige of the family although the patientts 
s.rmptoms had not changed. This patient vra.s contemplating a visit to his 
son 1 s school . His vdfe did not want the headmaster to be unfavorably 
impressed by the patient, hence the referral at this time . 
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N 
Symptoms 
Improved 
Same 
Wor se 
Total 
'I'a.ble XI 
Relationship of Symptoms After Ref erral to Thirty Patients' Knowledge of and 
Consent to Referral, Initiation of Contact with Referring Physician, Economic 
Role, and Employment at Time of Referral. 
Referral With Initiation of Contact Economic Role Employment 
Knowledge and With Referring Doctor Total Partial Dep. Yes No 
Consent Pt. Fam. Emp. Fr . Support Support 
Yes No 
3 3 1 2 3 
8 10 4 13 1 5 12 l 7 11 
3 6 7 2 3 6 1 8 
14 16 7 20 2 1 5 16 9 8 22 
All of the three patients who improved after their referral knew 
and consented to t he referral. Furthermore, all three indicated a 
desire for hospitalization and each initiated contact vQth the referring 
physician. 
Of the eighteen patients vvhose symptoms remained unchanged after 
the referral, eight knew and consented to the referral while ten did 
not. Of these eighteen, the families initiated contact with the 
referring physicians in thirteen cases; four patients initiated contact 
themselves; and in one case a friend of the patient initiated contact. 
Of the nine patients whose symptoms became worse af t er the referral, 
three were referred vd. th their knowledge and consent, while, according 
to the families, six were not. It is significant, however, that none 
of these nine patients initiated contact with t he referring physician, 
seven having been referred by their families and two by their employers. 
Thus it -.,·:ould appear t hat those patients who know- of and consent 
to the referral seem to show more improvement after the referral than 
those who do not. Furthermore, it appears that those patients with 
sufficient motivation to initiate contact >ri th the r eferring physician 
show either an improvement in their symptoms or their symptoms remain 
unchanged. Those patients vmo both lmow of and consent to t he rclerral, 
and initiate contact themselves, tend to improve or remain the same. 
Those patients who neither know about the referral nor contact the 
physician themselves show a marked tendency towards an exacerbation of 
symptomatology after the referral. We may speculate that this is due 
to the families' feelings about referring the patients ~~thout their 
knowledge. These feelings ma;y very likely cause a change in the 
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families' attitudes and result in an exacerbation of the patients' 
symptoms. 
From the statistics in Table XI it appears that both the patient's 
economic role in the family and whether he was employed at the time of 
referral influence the change of symptoms after referral. The number 
of people who improved after the referral are too few f rom which to 
draw definitive conclusions. However, of the eighteen people ·who 
remained the same, seventeen were able to contribute to their families' 
support and seven of these were still employed. 
Of the nine whose symptoms became worse after the referral, only 
three were able to contribute financially and only one was still 
employed. Thus, it appears that when the patient is able to remain 
employed and contribute to his family's support, his symptoms are less 
likely to become ·worse after the referral. And conversely, if the 
patient is unable to work and is unable to contribute to the support 
of his family, it is more likely that his symptoms will become worse 
after the referral. 
Economic role and employment at time of referral thus appear to 
be major factors in the referral itself. This is undoubtedly related 
to the families 1 attitudes t o"l'rards these patients and is something ·we 
will later attempt t o relate. 
From Table X we see that in the famlies 1 eyes, the greatest 
' reason for referral is the change and/or exacerbation of the Datients 1 
symptoms. 
Table XII illustrates the relationship between duration of the 
waiting period and acuteness of the symptoms (i.e. whether or not the 
patient was in a crisis). It further shows the number of patients in 
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the crisis category who were homicidal and suicidal. It must be noted 
at this point that the families' perception of "hat is a crisis differed. 
However, vre must accept the family's perception at face value. 
Table XII 
Relationship Between Duration of Waiting Period With 
Acuteness of Symptoms 
Length of Time 
on waiting List 
1 - 3.9 weeks 
4 - 6. 9 weeks 
7 - 9 .9 weeks 
10 - 12 .9 weeks 
Cancell ed 
Still Waiting 
Total 
Patients Not 
In Crisis 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
11 
Patients 
In Crisis 
8 
4 
2 
l 
3 
1 
19 
Cris~s Patients 
Suicidal Non-Suicidal 
or 
Homi.cidal 
4 
3 
2 
9 
or 
Non-Homicidal 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
10 
Of the eleven patients not in a crisis situation, three cancelled; 
t wo were still waiting at the time of the interview. Of t hose accepted 
f or hospitalization, three waited f rom 1 - 3.9 weeks; t wo waited from 
4 - 6.9 weeks; and one waited from 10 - 12.9 weeks. Of the nineteen 
patients considered by their families to be in a crisis, three cancelled 
and applied t o other hospitals; one is still waiting. Eight patients 
waited from 1 - 3.9 weeks; four waited from 4 - 6.9 weeks; t wo patients 
waited f rom 7 - 9.9 weeks and one patient waited f r om 10 - 12.9 weeks. 
The average length of the waiting period f or those eleven not in a 
crisis was 4.2 weeks. The average waiting t ime for those nineteen in 
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a crisis was 4.4 weeks. Of those in a crisis situation who had to 
wait an average of 4.4 weeks, nine were suicidal or homicidal - six 
were of the former and three of the latter. 
Furthermore, it is very significant that two of these nine 
patients had to wait between 7 - 9.9 weeks f or admission -vvnile another 
three had to vvai t between 4 - 6. 9 weeks . 
The fact that there is so little disparity in duration of ·waiting 
period for crisis and non-crisis patients is attributed to the admit-
ting policy which places patients routinely on the waiting list without 
consideration of type or acuteness of symptoms. Because of the danger 
of t his t ype of patient t o himself or to society, it vrould seem that 
some re-examination of the admitting procedure might be considered. 
Also, some closer hospital contact might be maintained vath the fami~ 
while the patient is on the waiting list. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FACTORS I~~UENCING RELATIVES' ATTITUDES 
This chapter 1J'Jill consider the relatives' attitudes towards mental 
illness in terms of the follovnng three factors:-
A. Attit udes towards patient's illness behavior. 
B. Attitudes towards hospitalization. 
C. Freedom to discuss illness with family and friends. 
'I'his chapter will also consider relatives 1 understanding of mental 
illness. 
A. Attitudes Tovrards Patient's Illness Behavior 
At ti t udes toward patient's illness behavior were categorized 
into (a) " good" (warm, accepting, understanding); (b) 11fair 11 (some 
·warmth and a ccep t ance but concurrent friction); (c) 11poorn (much 
direct h os t ility ). 
It should be noted tha t for purposes of f acilita ting the finding 
of l a ter relationships, the v<Ti ters di vided categories into " good, n 
rt fair, n and 11 poorn throughout, instead of using other terms ·which 
mi ght be more ps;y·cholo gically descrip tive. By using the s ame terms 
for all the categories, we vnll ha.ve consistent ratings throughout. 
Ten of t he relatives ha.d ngood" attitudes tovYards t he pa tient 1 s 
illness behavior. A t ypica l exarnple of a 11 goodn attitude: 
" Emot i onal illnes s i s j u st like any other i llne s s . 
My wif e can' t hel p being sick . It could happ en to 
any one. I have t o be patient ~~th her and provide 
ca re for her to help her get over it. She wa s a 
good wife and mot her and still will be when she 
recovers .n 
Six of the rel a t ives had 11fair 11 at.ti t udes t o"Virar ds the pa t ient 1 s 
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illness behavior. An example of a 11 fair 11 attitude is : 
"You can 1t blame mother. She can't hel p it and 
I guess she is trying. But it is very hard . 
I 1ve had to give up my home and take care of 
her . Perhaps she could try a little harder." 
Fourteen of the relatives had "poor" attitudes towards the patient's 
illness behavior. An example of a 11 poor11 attitude : 
11 She could help herself but doesn't try. 
She's no use to anyone at home, just a 
rrQffierical figure. She let her children 
dovm just when they needed her the most. 11 
The ·writers disagreed three times in evaluating family 1 s attitudes 
tov.rard.s the natient 1s illness behavior . 
B. Attitudes Towards Hospitalization 
This section 7~11 consider the relatives ' attitudes in terms of 
acceptance and approval of the referring physician's reco~nendation 
for hospitalization. 
Obviously all of t he relatives accepted the recorrnnendation of t he 
referr ing physician for hospitalization or else they wouldn't have 
been placed on the waiting list. 
Most of the group (nineteen) approved of doctor 1 s reco:rri1nendation 
for hospitalization. The relatives stated their approval in different 
ways . Some were glad that the patient had been ho.spitalized because 
11 they knew he needed help and treatment ." Others merely stated that 
they approved of the doctor's recommendation for hospitalization. 
Six of the relatives v.rere indifferent about hospitalization. 
They felt that 11 it is alright for the patient to be hospitalized ••• 
thi s hospital is better than some. 11 
Six were very definite in t heir disapproval of the doctor's recom-
mendation f or hospitalization. One relative stated that "hospitalization 
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~s a waste of time. She could have cured herself if she stopped 
vmrr;ying so much . 11 
c. Freedom to Discuss Patient's Illness 
It is interesting that sixteen relatives or 53 per cent described 
the patient 's illness as a "nervous breakdown." 
Eleven relatives felt f ree t o discuss the patient's illness with 
both family and close friends. An example of relatives who discussed 
the patient' s illness quite freely would be one mother vmo said, "I 
discuss this ·with family and f r iends and tell them that he ha s had a 
breakdown and is at the Bost on Psychopathic Hospital for treatment. 11 
Another r el a t i ve stated, "It is silly to hide it - it is not a 
bug-a-boo in this day and a ge. 11 
Thirteen discussed the patient's illness only with t heir families. 
One relative said, 11 I t old all the family. If his friends call ed, I 
said he vras working out of tm,m. 11 
Six relat ives ref used to discuss the patient's illness vath 
any one. One relative said, "I don 't tell anyone because they mi ght 
say she is crazy . 11 
At tit udes t ovmrds the three factors discussed above were u sed to 
obtain an arbi trary evaluation of each relative's general attitude 
towards mental illness. Attitudes towards mental illness were 
considered as 11 good, 11 "fair" and "poor." 
"Good11 Attitude. In order for a relative to be classified as 
having a 11 good 11 attitude to"!JIJards mental illness, the relative had to 
meet three criteria of attitudes towards mental illness. The t hree 
criteria were the following:-
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A. Accep t ance and understanding of t he patient's illness behavior 
including a recognition of the need f or treatment. 
B. Accept ance and appr oval of t he doctor' s recommendation f or 
hospitalization. 
c. Freedom to discuss t he illness with both f amily and friends . 
(This indicates a l ack of shame of the illness) . 
"Fair" At titude . 'l'he rela t i ves who seemed t o have a 11fair 11 
att i tude towards mental illness met any t vm of the above t hree criteria 
of at t itude toward mental illness. 
"Poor" Attitude. The r el at i ves who seemed t o have a "poor" 
attitude tovm.r ds mental illnes s met only one or none of the three 
cri teria . 
Th e f ollowing tables descr ibe t he f amilies • attitude towards 
patient's illness b ehavior, attitude to·wards hospitalization, and 
fr eedom to discuss illness. (A composite of tables XIII, XIV, XV 
appears i n the appendix . ) 
Table XIII 
Relatives' Att itude Towards Patient ' s I llness Behavior 
Att i t ude To-vmrds Patient 1 s 
Ill ness Behavior 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
Total 
10 
6 
14 
30 
35 . 
Table XIV 
Relatives • Attitude Tov~rds Hospitalization 
Attitude Towards Hospitalization 
Approval 
Indifference 
Disapproval 
Total 
Table XJl 
Relatives 1 Freedom to Discuss Patient 1 s Illness 
Freedom to Discuss Illness 
Discussed with Family 
and Friends 
Discussed only vdth 
Fa.,.uily 
Dis cussed with No One 
Total 
Total 
19 
5 
6 
30 
Total 
11 
13 
6 
30 
Si xteen of the relatives show·ed a 11 poor 11 attitude t o·wards mental 
illness. 'The f ollovling cases illustrate the relatives who had a "poor 11 
attitude tovard mental illness: 
one relative was accepting and understanding of her patient's 
behavior and reco gnized that the patient needed help. However, she 
did not approve of hospit alization and was a gainst the doctor's 
recommendation for hospitalization, although she carried it through. 
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She had told no one about t he patient ' s illness and is not going to 
tell anyone about it. One relative was concerned about the patient's 
beha~lor but did not recognize t he need for help. She ~~s indifferent 
about t he need for ho spitalization. She discussed the patient's illness 
1'iith no one outside of the ver.r close family. Ten of the relatives 
shovred a 11fair 11 attitude towards mental illness. The f ollmving case 
illustrates t he r el atives in this group: 
One relative was accepting and understanding of the patient's 
behavior and recognized the need for hospitalization. However, he 
discus sed t he illness only vdth his family, not telling any friends. 
Four of the relatives showed a 11 good 11 attitude towards mental 
illness . The fol l ovvi ng case illustrates a relative's , 11 good11 attitude 
toward mental illness: 
A patient's brother was accepting and understanding of the patient's 
behavior . He vms pleased with the doctor 1 s recommendation for hospital-
ization for he ,felt that the patient needed treatment. He discussed 
his sister's illness Ydth both family and friends and used the words 
"mental illness" in reference to the patient 1 s illness. 
Nadine Lane, in her study of hospitalized mental patients and 
their visitors found that of forty-four cases studied, eleven families 
had good attitudes towards mental illness, thirteen fawilies had f air 
attitudes, and twenty families had po~r attitudes . 1. 
I. Nadme 'VV. Lane, "Hospitalized Mental Patients and Their Visit ors , 11 
Unpublished Ma ster's- Thesis, Simmons College School of Social 
Work, 1952. 
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Table XVI 
Rel atives' Attitude Towards Mental Illness 
Attitude Toward }!Iental Illness Total 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
4 
10 
16 
30 
We now examine relatives' understanding of the nature of mental 
illness. Degree of understanding was divided into "Good," "Fair," 
"Poor." 
"Good" Understanding. A relatj_ve with good understanding views 
menta l illness as having an emotional basis, caused by variety of 
emotional, social, or cultur al difficulties in patient's past life . 
A relative v>Jith " good" understanding states t hat : 
nperhaps she always had feelings of inferiority. 
She never talked about her feelings, always kept 
them in. She was never able to separate herself 
from parents. She slept in their room although 
she was thirty-seven years old. 11 
Another relative. states that: 
"Patient had a weak inadequate f ather and a 
domineering mother vri th whom she couldn •t get 
along. Furthermore, her mother favored the 
other children and didn 1t care much f or her. 11 
11Fair11 Understanding. A relative with 11fair 11 understanding 
realizes that mental illness has an emotional basis but sees no 
eonnection between patient's past life (social, emotional, or cultural) 
and emo tional illness. 
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One rela tive 1vith 11 f air 11 understanding states that: 
11M ental illness has a lot to do >vi th emotional 
feelings. But I know t he se f eelings are totally 
inheri t ed . Patient's mother and grandmother 
are 'mental' also. 11 
npoor" Understanding. A relative with 11poor 11 understanding is 
compl etely bevnldered by t he origin of t he patient's symptoms and the 
nature of mental illness. 
A r elati ve -vrith "poor" understanding states tha t: 
11It's a terrible mysterious t hing. God sent 
it to punish my dau ghter and me. 11 
Another relative says: 
11 This is definitely not anything mental. It's 
just an aftermath of abdominal surgery • 11 
Table XVII 
Families ' Understanding of Mental Illness 
Understanding of Hental Illness 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
Total 
4 
8 
18 
30 
The writers disagreed t ¥.rice in evaluating families 1 understanding 
of mental illness. 
Of the thirty patients, four or 13.3 per cent had a II goodll 
understanding of mental illness, eight or 26.7 per cent had "fair" 
understanding, and eighteen or 6o per cent had a 11 poor 11 understanding 
of mental illness . 
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it:Iarjorie Fearing, in her study of relatives 1 visiting attitudes 
towards t wenty hospitalized mental patients found that only two or 
10 per cent of t he families had a good tmderstanding of mental illness. 
However, she found that eight families or 40 per cent had fair attitud es 
and eight f amilies or 40 per cent h~d poor attitudes. 2 • 
We v;ill now examine relatives' attitudes towards the waiting list 
itself. These were also divided into " good, 11 "fair " 11poor11 attitudes. 
We assume that no one vmuld be plea sed vd .. th a long waiting list 
when a sick pa t ient i s in the home . Wi th thi s as an assumption we 
thu s categorize a 11 good11 attitude a s : 
11We didn ' t mind vJaiting t oo much. We realize 
that hospitals a re over-crovrded a s many people 
have emotional illnesses . We did the best we 
could while waiting." 
An example of a "fair" attitude: 
11We r ealize the crowded condition of hospitals 
and there is litt le that can be done about it, 
but people should get help when they need it, 
especially from a State hospital supported in 
part by my t axes.u 
An exampl e of a 11 poor 11 attitude : 
"I see no reason why I have to wait. 
should take my husband of f my hands . 
all it 1 s t oo much for me . 11 
They 
.After 
2. garjorJ..e Fearing, "Relatives' Visiting Attitudes Towards 
Hospitaliz ed Mental Patients," Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Simmons College School of Social Vlork, 1956. 
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Table XVIII 
Families 1 Attitudes Tm\lards the Waiting List 
Attitude Toward Waiting List 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
To 
Total 
8 
8 
14 
Of the thirty patients on the waiting list, eight had a 11 good11 
attitude, eight had a 11f air11 attitude, fourteen had a "poorli attitude. 
The findings show that only one family had both a good attitude 
tonards and a good understanding of mental illness. No family had a 
good attitude towards mental illness, a good understanding of mental 
illness, and a good attitude towards the waiting list. Four families 
had fair attitudes to·wards mental illness and fair understanding of 
mental illness. Only one family was considered "fair" in respect to 
all three. Fourteen families had poor attitudes toVIrards mental illness 
and understanding of mental illness. Seven of these had a consistently 
poor attitude vfith respect to all three. 
It seems that those who have a poor attitude towards mental illness 
also have a poor understanding of mental i llness . Those who have a poor 
attitude towards both seem to have a poor attitude towards the Y.iaiting 
list. However, it appears that those -vrho have a good attitude towards 
mental illness and a good understanding do not necessarily have a good 
attitude towards the waiting list. 
We are now int erested in discovering v;hat influences the family 1 s 
attitude towards the pa. tient. 
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-:t 
Attitude 
Towards 
Patient' s 
Illness 
Behavior 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
Table XIX 
Relationship Between Families' Attitudes Towards Thirty Patients' Illness Behavior, 
Duration of Patients' Symptoms, and Status of Patients with Respect to the 
Massachusetts Mental Health Center at Time of Interview 
Duration of Symptoms I Status of Patient at Time ! 
i of Interview 0 days - 6-11.9 mos. 1 yr. - 3-4.9 yr. 5 yr. l 1'laiting Currently Hosp. Can-
5.9 mos. 2.9 yr. and l a Patient and celled 
over I Disch. 
I 
i 6 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 
3 - 2 - 1 ( 
""' 
5 - 1 I 
I 
4 - 2 3 5 2 7 2 3 
9 2 6 5 8 I 3 18 3 6 t 
-
The findings indicate that t he longer t he duration of the patient 1 s 
symptoms, the more likely is the family to have a poor attitude towards 
the patientts illness behavior. These findings do not agree vrith t hose 
of Elaine Hamilt, who in her study of twenty wives of mentally ill 
veterans found that the attitudes of these wives were not related to 
the duration of symptoms. 3. 
The status of the patient with respect to the MMHC waiting list 
appears to bear little relationship to the family 1 s attitude towards 
his illness behavior. 
Attitude 
Towards 
Pa.tient 1 s 
Illness 
Behavior 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
Table XX 
Relationship Between Type of Symptom and Previous 
Hospitalization for Thirty Patients, and Whether 
Referral was Precipitated by a Crisis 
Type of Symptom 
Anxiety Physio- Intra- Inter- Previous 
and Fear logical Psychic Psychic Hospital-
ization 
Yes No 
2 2 5 l 8 2 
5 l 4 2 
l 11 2 8 6 
2 3 21 4 20 10 
Crisis 
Yes No 
3 7 
6 
10 4 
19 ll 
3. El.a.1.ne Hamil t, 11 Ini tial Impressions of Twenty Vvi ves of Mentally 
and Emotionally Ill Veterans," Unpublished Masterts Thesis, 
Simmons College School oi' Social Work, 1956. 
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The data indicate that t he typ e of symp tom bears a relationship 
to t he family ' s a t titude . It appears that vrhen the patient's symptoms 
are intra- psychic, the family is more likely to have a poorer attitude. 
Also, there does seem to be a significant relationship between the 
family ' s attitude and the patient's previous hospitalization. Tvventy, 
or t wo-thirds of t he total sample, had had previous hospitalizations 
before the referral to the MMHC. The range of pr evious hospitalizations 
is bet ween one and f our. Nine pa tients had been hospitalized once, 
six patients had been hospitalized twice, four patients had been 
hospi talized three times, and one patient f our times. 
Of the fourteen patients whose families had "poor" attitudes 
towards their illness behavior, eight had had previous hospitalizations. 
Of the si.':: ·whose families had 11fair 11 attitudes, four had had previous 
hospitalizations. Of the ten whose families had 11 good11 attitudes, eight 
had had previous hospi talizations. Hence, it appears that there is a 
greater likelihood of a more posit ive attitude t owards the patient's 
illness behavior i f the patient has had previous hospitalizations 
before referral to the l11:])ilHC. A similar relationship ·was discovered 
by Elaine Hamil t . She . found that t he 1'1i.. ves of veterans vmo had previ ous 
hospitalizations had more accepting attitudes towards the patient than 
did the ''li ves of patients vvho had never been previously hospitalized. l~. 
This may be due to the fact that experience ~~th hospitalization also 
means previous eA~erience with mental illness. Thus these families may 
be les s anxious and hence be mor e able to understand and tolerate the 
4. lbJ..d. 
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patients' i l lness behavior. 
Furthermore, there seems to be a Telationship between family ·' s 
attitude towards the patient's illness behavior and ~~ether or not the 
referral vras precipitated by a crisis. Of the ten families ·with 11 good" 
attitudes towards the patient , seven were not in a crisis at the time 
of referral. Oi' t he fourteen whose families had 11poor11 attitudes, only 
four ·were not in a crisis. This might indicate the f amilies are more 
likely t o ha.ve a positive attitude towards the patient's illness 
behavior if the pa tient is not in a crisis at the time of referral. 
Conversely, the families are more likely to have a 11poor 11 a ttitude 
t owards the patient if he is in a crisis at t he time of referral. 
However, one must also consider that the family 's perception of a crisis 
is influenced by their attitude. Thus if the family 's attitude is good 
they are less likely to perceive the patient as being in a crisis. 
Conversely , i f the family's attitude is poor, they are likely to be 
less tolerant of the patient's illness behavior and are more likely to 
perceive t he -patient as being in a crisis situation. 
However, this conclusion may be invalidated by the fact that all 
six families with a 11fair 11 attitude towards the patient's illness 
behavior perceived the patient as being in a crisis at the time of 
ref erral. 
The following t able relates families 1 atti t udes to•hards patient 1 s 
illness behavior ·with use of corrnmmity r esources, duration of time on 
the waiting list, patient ' s economic role in the family, and whether or 
not t he patient wa s employed at the time of referral. Again, in the case 
of housewife and student, the patient was considered to be employed i f 
he wa s fulf illing his or her usual r ole. 
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Table XXI 
Family's Attitude Towards Thirty P&tients' Illness Behavior Related to Use of 
Re sources, Economic Role, and Employment at Time of Referral. 
Attitude Used j' Time on Waiting List 1 Type of Support j Employed 
Towards Re sources : Yes No 
Patient's Yes No ,1-3.9 4-6.9 7-9.9 10-12.9 Can- Waiting Total Partial Dep. 
Illness weeks weeks weeks weeks celled 
Behavior 
I 
I 
Good 7 3 l 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 5 2 3 7 
Fair 3 3 l 3 l 1 - l - - 5 1 2 4 
Poor 9 5 ! 5 3 - 1 3 2 3 6 5 3 U 
Total 19 11 i 11 6 2 2 6 3 6 16 8 8 22 
...... 
There are no signif icant relationships between a ttitude towar ds 
the patient ' s illness bel~vior, the use of community re sour ces or the 
length of t i me on the vffiiting list. However, it does seem significant 
that of the ten patients villose families had a 11 goodn attitude tmva.rds 
t heir illness behavior, only two were totally dependent on their families 
for support; of the six whose families had a 11fair11 attitude, only one 
vms totally dependent. However, of the fourteen villose families had a 
11poor 11 attitude, f ive were totally dependent on their families for 
support. It would seem that the more dependent the patient is on his 
family for support, the more likely is the family to have a llpoorn 
attitude towards the patient. 
Vfuile employment a t the time of referral seems t o bear little 
relationship to the family's attitude t owards the patient, there does 
seem to be a si gnificant relationship between employment at the time of 
referral and the family 1 s use of community resources. Of the ten 
patients ·with families who had a 11 good11 attitude, seven were unable to 
fulfill thei r usual role at the time of ref erral and seven families 
used community resources . Of the six families with 11f air 11 attitudes, 
four pat ients were unable t o f ulfill their usual role and three families 
used community resources . Of the fou r teen in the 11poor11 category, 
eleven were unable to fulfill their usual r oles and nine families used 
co~~unity re s ources. Thus it would seem that the less able the patient 
is to fulfill his usual r ole, the more likely is the family to utilize 
community resources. 
The follo~~g t able illustrates the rel ationship between the 
patient's change i n symptoms after referral and the family ' s atti tude 
towards the patient ' s illness behavior. 
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Table XXII 
R.elationship Between Patient's Change in S;ymptoms After 
Referral and Family's Attitude Tov·Jards the Patient's Illness 
Behavior 
Change in Symptoms 
Attitude Tmvards 
Patient's Illness 
Behavior 
Good Fair Poor 
Total 
Patients lNho got Better l 
Patients who Remained t he Same 7 
Patients vffio got Worse 2 
Tot al 10 
2 
4 
6 
7 
7 
14 
3 
18 
9 
30 
Of the three patients vmose symptoms improved after referral, one 
f amily had a " good': attitude towards the patient's illness behavior, 
t\l'ro had 11 fair" attitudes, and none had a "poor" attit ude. Of the eighteen 
patients whose symptoms r emained the same after the referral, seven 
families had "good11 attitudes; four f amilies had 11fair 11 attitudes; seven 
families had "poor" attitudes. Of the nine patients whose symptoms 
became worse after the referral, only t wo f amilies had a 11 good11 attitude 
·while seven of the families had "poor" attitudes. 
It appears that the patient's change in s~~tomatology after referral 
rn.ay r elate to t he attitude of the family towards the patient. The poorer 
the attit ude towards the patient's illness behavior, the more likely are 
the ·patient 1 s symptoms to become worse after the referral. 
It may also be true that the families perceive the patients ' symptoms 
as becoming worse ai'ter the referral because of t heir poor attitude. 
Thus the attitudes may more strongly affect t he families' perceptions 
rather than being a ref lection of the change in t he patients 1 s;y1nptoms. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUNrrifillRY Al\~ CONCLUSIONS 
The authors of this thesis have studied thirty pati ents placed on 
the waiting list for acirnission to the Massachusetts Mental Health Center . 
,_ 
The data used in thi s study were derived f rom an interview vrith a famil y 
member of thirty persons vn1ose names appeared on the waiting list of the 
'MMHC from June 1, 1956 to February 28, 1957. The intervievv-s were 
independentl y judged . 
An i mportant limitation is the incompleteness of the waiting list 
book, where i mportant information was often omitted. Another is that 
the writers have had to rely on the ini'or:mant 1 s verbal report and have 
no way of distinguishing between reality and the informant 1 s percep tion 
of r eality . A further l :L"'litation is the fact that a review of the 
literature reveals that there has been very little written about waiting 
lists for mental patients . 
It was stated at the outset that certain questions would be considered 
with respect to the effects of the waiting list on families of mentally 
ill patients: 
1. vVhat happens t o the patient after he is placed on the waiting 
list? 
2. How does the family cope ·with a mentally ill person Tvhile waiting 
f or hospitalization? 
3. What ini'luences the i'amily 1 s attitude towards the patient? 
The thirty patients studied included seven males and t wenty-three 
f emales, ranging in age from seventeen to sixty-two, with a median age 
of thirty-four. Seventeen of the patients vvere married, five were single, 
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three were widovved, t w-o divorced, and three were separ a ted. There Yfere 
seventeen Catholics, six Protestants, six Jews, a nd one Or thodox Greek. 
All but f our were native born and all were Caucasian. 
Nineteen had at least completed high school, four had some high 
school education, six had some g.cade school education, and one had no 
education. 
Nine patients were employed in manual labor, nine were ·white collar 
workers, four Yvere professionals, t wo were students, and six ·were 
house·wives . Of the group, f ive were total supports of their families, 
sixteen were nartial supports, and nine were total dependents. 
The duration of patient's symptoms r anged from 0 days-1 week to 
t wenty years . The median lies between 1-2.9 years. Twent y patients 
·were previousl y hospitalized prior to referral. 
At the time of the research interview >rith the families, three 
patients vrere still waitL11g for admission to the MMHC; eighteen were 
currently patients at the }l]ll\lli:C; six had cancelled their applications 
and three had been hospitalized at the l~C and discharged. 
The patients' presenting symptoms fell into four main categories: 
Anxiety and fear, Physiological, Intra-personal, and Inter-personal. 
Seventy per cent of the patients had intra-personal symptoms. 
Turning now from an overall examination of the group, we will now 
consider the research questions. 
In examination of what happens to the patient after he is placed 
on the wai t ing list, it was found that the symptoms of three patients 
improved; those of eighteen remained the same; those of nine became 
worse. It v;as found that the poorer the family ' s attitude towards the 
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patient's illness behavior, t he more likely are the patients' s.ymptoms 
to become vvorse after he i s placed on the wait ing list. It also seems 
probable t ha t the poorer t he attitude of t he family, the more likely 
are they t o perceive the patient as being in a crisis situation at the 
ti.rne of the r eferral. Furthermore, the ma jority of patients referred 
to MMHC, cont inued to r emain on the wa i ting lis t for the MMHC. Because 
s o many pa tients pl aced on the waiting list vmre in crisis situat ions, 
many of these acute patients had long waiting periods before hospital-
i zation, and because so many beca.me ·worse between referral and admission, 
it seems imperat ive that t he hospital maintain some contact vrith the 
patients on the waiting list, so as to determine what i s happening to 
t he f amil y and t he patient. 
The l ar gest single reason f or referral, as t he families saw it, 
was an exacerbation of t he patient' s symptoms. However, it was found 
t ha t economic role and employment are major fact ors in the change of 
the patient 1 s symptoms and t herefore in t he referral i tself . It was 
f ound that when the patient ~ms unable t o vvork and unable to contribute 
t o the support of hi s family, his symptoms tended t o become exacerba ted 
after the r eferral. These f actors , it vras f ound, bear a direct relation-
ship to the famil y 1 s attit ude towards the patient. Vfuen he is unable 
to work or contribute t o t he family 's support, t he atti t ude of the 
family i s mor e l i kely t o be a poor one. 'I'hus, the p oorer the atti tude 
of t he famil y , t he more likely are the patient' s symptoms to become 
exacerbated af ter t he r eferral. It may also be true t hat the family ' s 
perception of t he change i n the pat i ent's symptoms is a result of their 
poor attitude t owards t he patient. 
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It was found that those patients vlho knew of and consented to the 
referral tended to improve or remain the same during the waiting period 
·while the symptoms of those patients who had no knowledge of the 
r eferral tended to become exacerbated. 
An examination of how the family copes with a mentally ill person 
revealed that almost two-thirds of the families utilized outside 
community resources vmile waiting for hospitalization. However, the 
majority of the families felt that these resources were of no help. 
The families felt that the resources which helped the most were applica-
tions to other hospitals, treatment by private psychiatrists and local 
medical doctors, and application for public welfare. The resources 
which helped the least were family agencies and the clergy. It was 
found that the patient's inability to maintain his usual role was the 
deterrnining factor in the family's use of community resources. 
An evaluation of families' attitudes revealed that most families 
had 11 poor 11 attitudes to'Arards mental illness and to-vvards the waiting 
list~ and that most families had a 11 poor 11 understanding of mental 
illnes s . Almost one-half of the families had a "poor" attitude towards 
the patient 1 s illness behavior. The families 1 attitudes t owards the 
patient seem to be influenced most by patient 's previous hospitalization. 
If a patient has had previous hospitalizations, the chances are greater 
that his family >"Till have a more positive attitude towards his illness. 
Furthermore, there seems to be a relationship between the family's 
attitude towar ds the patient and whether or not the referral -vvas 
precipit ated by a crisis. It appears that when a crisis has not 
precipi tated a referral, the family has a more positive attitude towards 
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the patient. It also appears that the less dependent a patient on his 
family for support, t he more likely is the family to have a more posit ive 
attitude tovrards the patient. 
Those families Yrith a poor a ttitude towards mental illness tend 
also to have a poor understanding of mental illness. 'I'hose ·with both 
a poor attitude and poor understanding of mental illness seem to have 
a poor attitude towards the 1frai ting list. Those families who have a 
good attitude towards mental illness seem likely also to have a good 
understanding of it. However, it appears that those ·who have both a 
good attitude and good understanding of mental illness do not necessarily 
have a good attitude towards the waiting list. 
There are many probable effects of the v~iting list . For the 
referring professional groups there is a reaction of disappointment 
and disapproval of the hospital waiting list. For the total corrununity 
there is a feeling of frustration and confusion regarding the r ol e of 
the hospital . For the staff there is anxiety about the demands for 
service and a hopelessness in coping vrith the community ' s mental health 
problem. For the patient, his doubt about ~nether the hospital is really 
the proper r esource for his particular problem is never dealt vri th . 
Since the patient represents the prime reason for the hospital's 
existence, the intake poliqy must, among other consideration, f ocus on 
the avenues by which the patient comes to the clinic, the eligibility 
for service, t he selection process, and t he very mechanics of arranging 
for admission. Careful scrutiny of these essential components of the 
poliqy is needed to insure not only that the accepted patient has a 
problem for wnich the hospital is appropriate, but even further to 
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distinguish among those patients for whom the hospital is indispensable 
and for vrhom service must be accelerated. In similar fashion, the 
policy must provide a means of helping those, for whom the hospital is 
not appropriate, to make other contacts in the community. Thus if the 
patient presents symptoms of senile psychosis, the referring physician 
or the family should be told that the chance of admitting this patient 
is slim and that perhaps he should make applications to other hospitals 
where the patient is more likely to be accepted vdth a minimum of delay. 
This help should come at the point of initial request for service 
rather than routinely assigning them to a waitli1g list. 
It is recommended that at the point of initial application, a 
repr esentative of the 11:MHC visit t he patients to determine the actual 
severi~ of t he patient's symptoms. This is recommended because it is 
exceedingly difficult f or the admitting physician to determine by 
t elephone the severity of the symptoms, since most referring physicians 
are anxious to have their patients admitted. vVhen the waiting list is 
exceedingly long, it might be helpful, if possible, to have a hospital 
representative visit the home to note any severe change in symptomatol-
ogy. 
For the patient, the eradication of the wai tj_n.g period would be 
the optimum goal of any intake policy. Though this goal appears beyond 
the reach of the 1~~ at this time, the poliey can and should aim 
toward minimizing the initial waiting period for the patient. 
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Table XXIII 
Attitude Towards Thirty Patients' Illness Behavior, Attitude 
Tovrards Hospitalization, and Freedom to Discuss Patient's 
Illness 
Attitude Towards Attitude To¥~rds Freedom to Discuss 
Patient' s Behavior Hospitalization Patient's Illness 
Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor Family and 
Friends Family No 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
Total 10 6 11.~ 19 5 6 ll 13 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Table XXIV 
Attitude Towards Mental Illness, Understanding of Mental 
Illness, and Attitude Towards the 1J'Jaiting List 
Attitude Towards Understanding of Attitude Towards the 
Mental Illness Mental Illness w·aiting List 
Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
Total 4 10 16 8 18 8 8 
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BASSACHUSE'J:TS J:aEDTAL HEAtml CElTfER 
S~ial Work s·~d.GtteG InfGGrviG"J Schodt!.lo 
for WeS.:ting LiG't S'(,J.tcy' 
...... 
S~ens College SohooJ. of Soci!U Work 
tm.d 
Bouton Univarsii::'tJ School of Sooial Uwk 
lo Informant 
2r. IJame of pt\tient {pseudo~.nu) 
3~ Ag 
4o Sat% 
s 
61l Rolig~.on 
8. Race 
Vl 
lOo EconoDt'i.c role of po:t:ii:anh in famly 
11. Oceups.tion of ~ien.t ( Gpacifio) 
D 
-
l2o Edacation {le.s·;; grads ocmpll3tod) ( ci:\"cle) 
1234 
'· 2 3 4 
-
O:t*a.c1 'fO s pociaJ. s pceifY 
2e 
Yea No 
b. Total P' iod of tirno 1n ho pita.l 
II. Referml 
1. Who initie.tod contact mth referriag doctor? Patient Fll:!lily other (apccit"y) 
Yes Ito 
3• Wao l" ferre.l to hospital mado lrl:th consent of patien~? Yea lio 
4. mmt we. the reason tor csl.liDg tho roferring dootor :t this tinl 1 
.. . . 
5o \Vas this a iois ituation'i (Speoi.f.y) (An ~diato p:rooipitating 
e n.t aa the family pe:reeiws thic.) 
6o •n.w did referring doat;oro eall hospital (abstract from waiting list) 
III. Behavior of Fmdlf (handli~ of pt.ticnt) 
1. Before ref; ?l'Ql ( iuclv.dizlg ol'isis :~, if 'JJV') 
2. Aftel" referral (waiting list) 
Ao Description. of the nature of symptoms 
1. Botore re Z'l'"al 
c • Du1'> :bion of symptoms (circle} 
lo 0 • 5.9 months 
a. 0 dqa - 1 we.ok 
b. 8 d£ws • l month 
c~ lol months .. 5.9 monbhs 
2o 6 mmrths • 11o9 month3 
3o 1 year • 2.9 years 
4. 3 ye:ws • 4. 9 yeo.ro 
S • S years &1d owr 
v. !*ericnoi!§~e Wai~ Fo!iod 
lo Li~ng Arra.ngemonii «~time of J.'CfGrral • Alono Imllrsdiate Fami~ 
O'the!" Rele.tivoa Fri~nds Inati:~tion 
3o Use of other Cmm:mmity Reacuroes sinae referral in bohalt o£ P3.tient 
a. f\!blio Welfare 
c. Applications to other hospitals and clinics 
do Ol! rgy 
e. other 
)o 

